INTRODUCTION
Despite significant progress, the prediction of protein structure remains an unsolved problem in computational structural biology. 1-3 Historically, structure prediction methods have been divided into three general categories: comparative modeling (CM), 1,4-6 threading 7-11 , and free modeling (FM). 12-15 The basic objective of CM and threading approaches is to identify a set of structurally related template proteins (with known tertiary structure) to the target sequence. 5,9 CM methods identify template proteins with a clear evolutionary relationship to the target by using sequence-based methods, 5,16 whereas threading, by including protein structural information, strives to identify template proteins that have a similar fold as the target irrespective of their evolutionary relationship. 3, 8, 9 Because of the convergence of threading and CM methods, both are referred to as template-based modeling (TBM). 17 In TBM, once the related template is identified, the target sequence is aligned to the template structure either indirectly by performing a sequence alignment and then transferring this alignment to the associated position in the structure or by directly incorporating structural information into the alignment procedure. 5,9-11 A full-length model is then generated by building the chain in the unaligned regions of the template. This full-length structure is then refined, with the goal of improving model quality relative to the initial TBM-provided alignment. In contrast, in template FM, one does not use any global template structural information as an input. 12,13 Thus, the possibility of assembling a novel fold exists.
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to-moderate resolution structures can be built. 38,39 However, the key issue is to select such templates and to generate high-quality alignments.
Among the more successful structure prediction approaches are Threading/ASSEmbly/Refinement (TASSER) 32 and its variants chunk-TASSER and pro-sp3-TASSER, 40 where in large scale benchmarking, it was shown that reasonable models could be built for both TBM and template FM for weakly/nonhomologous proteins. 32,40-43 Recent improvements resulted from incorporation of improved contact predictions as in TASSER_2.0, 44 iterative TASSER iter , 34 and the use of templates identified by multiple threading algorithms such as in METATASSER 43 or pro-sp3-TASSER. 40 In threading, usually some type of knowledge-based scoring function is used to rank the particular sequencestructure alignment. 8,9,45 Furthermore, the score significance of a target aligned to a given template is evaluated in terms of its z-score or through use of a neural network to rank the templates. 46, 47 In that regard, the z-score of the sequence mounted in a given structure is defined by
the quantity in hi denotes the average of the best alignment given by dynamic programming over the template library, and E is the score or energy. 9 Usually, z-scorebased ranking identifies best-fit templates for the target sequence. 8,45,48 However, we have observed that templates with good alignments to the target native structure (TM-score ! 0.40), 49 sometimes have quite poor ranks based on their z-scores. Identification of such templates/ alignments is important in those situations when the top ranked template/alignments are of poor quality.
In this work, our goal is to develop a methodology that includes low-ranked z-score but good quality templates to improve structure prediction by using the TASSER methodology. 32 We can consider a large number of templates, having low z-score, as an input for TASSER. However, the main issue in considering more templates is that the consensus information from templates close to the native structure is usually diminished. To circumvent this issue, we have developed the thread_cluster algorithm, which is used to filter and cluster structurally similar templates. Subsequently, for each cluster, we perform TASSER simulations to generate an ensemble of models, which is ranked by our in-house model ranking method described below. We refer to this protocol from template selection to model ranking as TASSER_low-zsc. We benchmarked this method on representative benchmark datasets by using two threading methods, SP 3 10 and SPARKS. 2 11 In benchmarking, we show that this new approach of template clustering followed by TASSER modeling/refinement generates models, which are better both in terms of structure prediction accuracy and number of foldable targets compared with those generated using the original set of selected templates.
METHODS
We compiled a benchmark set of 691 proteins (whole chains or domains) of length 250 residues with pairwise sequence identity 40% with the proteins in the PDB 37 template library. The template library consists of 17,888 proteins composed of both whole chains and domains. As for a multiple domain protein, both the whole chain and its domains are included, there is certain redundancy in the library. The benchmark proteins were released subsequently to the construction of template library. Thus, this benchmark is set up to mimic a critical assessment of structure prediction (CASP)-like 50 scenario. The list of proteins in the template library and benchmark dataset for SP 3 and SPARKS 2 is available at: http://cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/files/TASSER_low-zsc. In addition to the above dataset, we have evaluated TASSER_low_zsc on 108 CASP8 targets 51 of length 350 residues. Both SP 3 and SPARKS 2 were used in the metathreading procedure in CASP8. 52 Hence, we have used the threading output obtained during CASP8.
The protein structure prediction protocol described here consists of three main steps: (a) filtering and clustering of templates via thread_cluster, (b) generation of an ensemble of models using TASSER, and (c) model ranking. TASSER_low-zsc approach is schematically described by the flowchart shown in Figure 1 .
To evaluate the robustness of the TASSER_low-zsc methodology, we use two threading programs, viz. SP 3 and SPARKS 2 . For each threading method, we classify targets into easy/medium/hard categories based on the z-score of the top template from the respective threading programs. In SP 3 , targets whose top template has a z-score ! 6.0 are classified as ''easy,'' those with a z-score 4.5 as ''hard,'' and those having a 4.5 < z-score < 6.0 as ''medium.'' In SPARKS 2 , targets whose top template has a z-score ! 5.5 are classified as ''easy,'' those with z-score 4.0 as ''hard,'' and targets with 4.0 < z-score < 5.5 as ''medium.'' In general, ''easy'' targets have templates with good threading alignments. ''Medium'' targets have good structure alignments to the native structure but poor threading alignments, whereas, ''hard'' targets generally have poor quality global structural alignments to the native state. As for ''easy'' targets, usually the best template (that is closest to the native structure) is among the top-ranked templates, here, we only consider medium/hard targets, as classified by their respective threading program, for the assessment of the method.
In the following, we discuss in detail each of the steps of TASSER_low-zsc:
Thread_cluster: filtering and clustering of templates
The top N templates as ranked by their z-score are clustered by using the TM-score 49 structural similarity metric, which is calculated for the common aligned region between templates, where the length used for the TM-score calculation is the number of common aligned residues between two templates. For different threading methods, we obtain the maximum number of templates (N) to be used for clustering. For ''medium'' targets, from SP 3 and SPARKS 2 , we consider the top 60 and 75 z-score-ranked templates, respectively, whereas for ''hard'' targets, we consider the top 70 and 80 z-scoreranked templates, respectively. However, to reduce the number of templates considered, if there is significant structural similarity among the top 40 templates, (see below), we reduce N to 40.
We have used the affinity propagation (AP) method for clustering. 53 AP algorithm simultaneously considers all data points as potential ''exemplars.'' In the clustering step, real-valued messages are exchanged between data points until a good set of exemplars and the corresponding cluster emerges. There are two kinds of messages exchanged between data points ''responsibility'' and ''availability.'' In this, ''responsibility'' reflects the accumulated evidence of how well suited a data point is to act as an exemplar for another data point considering other possible exemplars, and ''availability'' is how appropriate it is for a data point to select a particular exemplar, taking into account the support from the other points for the exemplar. These real-values messages are updated during clustering. It has been shown that AP provides clusters with much lower error in comparison with other similar methods. 53 The AP program requires the similarity between the data points and a preference parameter (P pref ) of a point, which is the a priori suitability of a point to serve as Figure 1 Flowchart of the TASSER_low-zsc approach.
Protein Structure Prediction exemplar. Using AP, one can obtain the desired number of clusters by changing the value of P pref . A high value of P pref will cause AP to find many clusters, whereas a low value of P pref will lead to a small number of clusters.
In practice, the following algorithm is used for filtering and clustering the templates:
1. For each of the top 40 templates, calculate the number of templates with pairwise TM-score !0.45. If the median of this distribution is !10, then set N 5 40, otherwise, use the top N templates as defined previously. 2. For each of the N templates, calculate the number of templates with a TM-score !0.45. If the median of this distribution is !10, set P pref 5 0.45; otherwise, set P pref 5 0.35. Next, remove any template whose best TM-score value to any other another template is less than P pref . This removes templates with insignificant similarity within the list of N templates. 3. Calculate all-against-all TM-scores (for their common threading-aligned region) for the filtered set of N templates. Next, perform AP clustering (with P pref set in the previous step) on the basis of their TM-score similarity among templates. After clustering, all one-member clusters are removed. In addition, from each cluster, remove those templates whose best structurally similar template, as given by TM-score, within the cluster has a TM-score P pref . Then, for each cluster, calculate the average of all-against-all TM-scores. For the next step, if the average TM-score is !0.65, only one template with the highest z-score is considered; otherwise, all the members of the cluster are considered. This constitutes the filtered N mod templates. Furthermore, add the top 10 z-scoreranked templates to the N mod templates and remove any redundant templates from the modified list of templates. 4. For the N mod templates, calculate their all-against-all TM-scores. Perform AP clustering with P pref set to the median obtained from the distribution of pairwise similarity values. In this step, the desired maximum number of clusters N clus 5. In practice, N clus varies depending on the number of templates (N mod ). If N mod < 30, then set N clus 3; otherwise, if 30 < N mod < 40, set N clus 4. The required number of clusters is achieved by iterating the AP clustering method with concomitant decrease in the value of P pref . This step assigns every template in N mod to one of the clusters. Usually, structurally similar templates are clustered together at the end of the AP clustering process.
TASSER simulations
As shown in Figure 1 , we used TASSER to generate the ensemble of models. As TASSER has been extensively described in the literature, 32,41 here, we just present a brief overview of its essential components. The TASSER force-field consist of knowledge-based statistical potentials describing short-range backbone correlations, pairwise interactions, hydrogen bonding, secondary structure propensities, and a set of predicted side-chain contact and distance restraints derived from the initial structures. Generally, the structures that provide the restraints and the starting conformations are the same. The structures generated by TASSER are then clustered by using SPICKER, 54 which provides the list of models ranked by cluster density. Here, we limit the run time of TASSER to $24 h to avoid long simulation times especially for longer proteins.
To generate a diverse set of models, the following sets of templates are considered:
1. For each of the N clus clusters, templates within the cluster are used as an input for TASSER along with their consensus side-chain contacts (present in [3/4] of the templates). 2. All the templates (N mod ) are used as an input for TASSER.
The ensemble of models generated in the above procedure is ranked with the E frag component of TASSER-QA. 55 Next, for each of the top 15-ranked models, the three best threading templates (NR temp ) having TM-score !0.45 to the TASSER model are identified. If no templates could be identified with this TM-score cut-off, this value is reduced until there is at least a total of four templates identified by the top 15-ranked models. Usually for most targets, the TM-score cut-off value does not drop below 0.25. Using this set of models and templates, the following set of input structures are used in short TASSER simulations ($12 h) 5. Only the templates (NR temp ) are used as input structures for the simulation. 6. The templates (NR temp ) and those models (NR model ), which could identify templates with TM-score !0.45 (as described before), are used as input structures.
The main objective of performing this step of TASSER is to enrich the set of good (closer to native structures) models provided by the templates identified in the previous step. The final ensemble consists of models from the present and previous simulations.
Ranking of models
Model ranking is an important unsolved problem in the field of protein modeling. 56 In our ranking procedure, we use a combination of model clustering and ranking with the E frag component of TASSER-QA. 55 The basic idea is to cluster structurally similar models and rank the representative model obtained from each cluster. In practice, our model ranking algorithm is as follows:
1. For all models, first calculate the all-against-all similarity score as measured by the TM-score. Next, clus-ter the models by AP method with the preference parameter set as the median of the similarity score distribution. Generate the modified list of models by only considering models from clusters containing at least three members. Next, for the modified list of models, iterate AP clustering by tuning the P pref parameter to result in a maximum of five clusters. 2. For each cluster, rank the models within the cluster by the average highest TM-score to all other models in the cluster. Next, superimpose all the models to the top-ranked model and generate the centroid model by averaging the coordinate positions within a root mean square deviation, RMSD, of less than 6.5 Å after superimposition. This centroid model is considered as the final model. PULCHRA 57 is then used to fix the artifacts in the centroid model due to averaging. If PULCHRA fails, the model closest to the average structure is considered as the final model. 3. Rank the final set of models using the E frag component of TASSER-QA.
TASSER with original set of templates (TASSER_org)
To evaluate the improvement in structure prediction with TASSER_low-zsc, we generated models with TASSER using the number of templates benchmarked in previous studies. 43 For both SP 3 and SPARKS 2 , we used the top 10 z-score-ranked templates as an input for TASSER. These are the number of templates that would be used in a standard TASSER prediction scenario.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TASSER_low-zsc is evaluated on a representative benchmark dataset and on CASP8 targets by using two different threading methods, SP 3 and SPARKS
2
. In this work, we have used the TM-score 49 to assess the quality of the structure template and the predicted full-length model. The benchmarking results of the method are followed with evaluation on CASP8 targets.
Targets are classified into easy/medium/hard sets based on the top template z-score (see Methods). For SP 3 , the number of targets classified into the easy, medium, and hard set is 340, 148, and 203, respectively. For SPARKS 2 , the number of targets in the easy, medium, and hard set is 334, 155, and 202, respectively. As mentioned before, we consider only medium/hard targets for assessment. Thus, SP 3 and SPARKS 2 are evaluated on 351 and 357 targets, respectively. In what follows, we first assess the performance of the thread_cluster algorithm and then assess the accuracy of the structure prediction protocol, TASSER_low-zsc.
The main objective of the thread_cluster algorithm is to filter low z-score-ranked templates to identify a structurally consistent set. When we consider low z-scoreranked templates, the number of templates increases and the fraction of ''good'' templates (TM-score to native !0.40) could either be enriched or depleted. Hence, clustering structurally similar templates, as measured by their TM-score, attempts to retain these ''good'' templates. For ''good'' templates, the assumption here is that more than one such template is identified by the given threading procedure. First, we assess ability of thread_cluster to retain the best available template among all top N templates after clustering. For both SP 3 and SPARKS 2 , Table  I summarizes the comparison among the best available templates from the original template set, the top N set, and templates after filtering and clustering. On average, the TM-score to the native of the best template among the top N templates for SP 3 medium and hard targets is better than the original template set by $8 and 11%, respectively. After applying thread_cluster, on average, the TM-score to native structure of the best template among available templates is better by $4 and 9% for medium and hard targets, respectively. Similarly, for SPARKS 2 , after using thread_cluster, on average, the TM-score to the native structure of the best template among available templates is better by $8 and 10% for medium and hard targets, respectively. This suggests that, for most targets, thread_cluster can retain the best available template among the top N templates.
Next, we compare the performance of thread_cluster in terms of the number of targets with TM-score !0.4 (indicative of significant structural similarity to the native structure). As is evident from Table I, by using SP   3   (SPARKS   2   ) for medium targets, the number of foldable targets in the top N template set increases by 16% (30%) in comparison with the original template set. For hard targets, the relative number of foldable proteins increases by 55% (96%), respectively. Subsequent to the thread_cluster procedure, for medium targets, using SP 3 (SPARKS 2 ), the improvement in terms of number of foldable targets is still 13% (20%) in comparison with the original template set, whereas for hard targets, the number increases by 49% (65%). The diminution relative to the best possible performance reflects the fact that for TM org , TM topn and TM clus refer to the TM-score of the best template to the native structure among original template set (top 10 templates), among the top N templates and among templates identified after the filtering/clustering step in thread_cluster respectively. The number in the parenthesis is the number of proteins with TM-score ! 0.40.
Protein Structure Prediction some targets, thread_cluster could not recover the best template. For most of these targets, there are a few ''good'' templates in the list of N templates used for clustering. Moreover, for some targets, the ''good'' template does not have significant structural similarity to any other template. Hence, these templates are filtered out in the clustering process of thread_cluster. Subsequent to thread_cluster, the ensemble of fulllength models is generated and ranked as described in Methods. We present the benchmarking result of structure prediction by using templates from SP 3 and SPARKS 2 threading.
Benchmarking results using templates from SP 3 The main objective of including low z-score-ranking templates in TASSER modeling is to increase the accuracy of protein structure prediction. For assessment, we compared the models generated from two procedures, that is TASSER_org, which has models generated with TASSER using the original template set (see Methods section) and TASSER_low-zsc, which has the models generated with TASSER using the input templates obtained after thread_cluster followed by ranking of the model ensemble (see Methods). Moreover, TASSER_org uses the standard TASSER structure prediction scenario. 32, 43 The comparison of performance between TASSER_org and TASSER_low-zsc methods is summarized in Table II . For the first model, TASSER_low-zsc shows on average a 5 and 7% TM-score improvement over TASSER_org for medium and hard targets, respectively. Similarly, on average, the best (among the top five) model TM-score improvement from TASSER_low-zsc over TASSER_org is $7 and 9% for medium and hard targets, respectively.
Moreover, for the medium (hard) set, TASSER_low-zsc provides 22% (43%) more foldable targets than TASSER_org, when the best of five models are considered.
For the detailed analysis of the improved performance of TASSER_low-zsc, we used the best (of top five) model (from both procedures), TM-score to the native structure, to classify the medium and hard targets into following four sets: (a) targets having best model TM-score <0.40 from both procedures, (b) targets with a best model TM-score <0.40 from TASSER_org, and TM-score !0.40 from TASSER_low-zsc method, (c) proteins with best model TM-score !0.40 from TASSER_org and TMscore <0.40 from TASSER_low-zsc method, and (d) proteins with best model TM-score !0.40 from both procedures. The average TM-score of best models from both methods for the targets classified into these four sets is summarized in Table III . The targets with a best model TM-score !0.40 to the native structure only from TASSER_low-zsc method [set (b) in the above classification] show an average TM-score improvement of 37% (40%) for medium (hard) targets over models from TASSER_ org. Interestingly, even for targets whose best model TMscore to the native structure from both methods !0.40 [set (d) in above classification], TASSER_low-zsc on average shows an improvement of 4% in TM-score for both medium and hard targets (Table III) . For very few targets, TASSER_low-zsc results in a model with lower accuracy in terms of its TM-score (Table III) to the native structure.
In Figure 2(A,B) , for the medium and hard targets, respectively, we show the comparison of the best model from TASSER_org and TASSER_low-zsc. Overall, the best model from TASSER_low-zsc has a higher TM-score than TASSER_org. However, for certain targets, the performance of TASSER_low-zsc is worse. These cases are partly due to the failure of the method to select and rank models. For example, target 2zb5_A_d1 has a TASSER_org generated best model with a TM-score of 0.457. In contrast, TASSER_low-zsc results in a best model with a TMscore of 0.343. However, the best possible model among the ensemble of models from TASSER_low-zsc has a TMscore of 0.454. Next, we compare the distribution of the number of targets having models greater than or equal to a given TM-score threshold value. This comparison is shown in Figure 3 , where the number of targets is plotted as a function of TM-score and demonstrates that TASSER_low-zsc is better for almost all TM-score threshold cut-off values.
In the above sections, we analyzed and discussed the results of TASSER_low-zsc models after selection and ranking from an ensemble of models generated after various TASSER simulations. In addition, from this ensemble, we can find the best model and determine the maximum possible improvement for TASSER_low-zsc over TASSER_org. For medium and hard targets, the best possible model from TASSER_low-zsc has an average TMscore to native of 0.442 and 0.425, respectively. The number of foldable proteins is 81 (100) for medium (hard) targets. Hence, given a perfect algorithm to select and rank models, we could achieve a TM-score improvement of $16 and 20% for medium and hard targets, respectively, over models from TASSER_org method. However, in TASSER_low-zsc, we are able to achieve a $7-9% TMscore improvement on average with respect to TASSER_ org. This demands that we further improve the model selection and ranking.
The improvement in structure prediction accuracy from TASSER_low-zsc with respect to TASSER_org is due to a combination of different factors: the identification of more ''good'' templates, the fact that structurally similar templates are clustered together enriches the consensus information with concomitant improvement in contact prediction accuracy, and the ability of TASSER to improve over the initial template structure. Finally, improved model selection and ranking also contributes to the success of the method, which requires a set of similar models close to the native structure. Because of the convoluted effects of these factors, it is difficult to ascertain their relative contributions.
Below, we discuss examples, where a combination of these factors contributes to the improvement in the model from TASSER_low-zsc when compared with TASSER_org. As shown in Figure 4 , target 2qwv_A has a TASSER_org best model with a TM-score of 0.383. In the Protein Structure Prediction top 10 templates (the set used in TASSER_org), there is only one good template, which has a TM-score of 0.572 to native structure and ranked seventh. There is another template with a TM-score of 0.434 to native structure; however, it is ranked 41 in z-score-based ranking. Interestingly, thread_cluster could cluster these two good templates into a single cluster along with other templates having a TM-score ! 0.35 to the native structure. This probably contributed to the successful prediction from TASSER_low-zsc, which has the best of top five models with a TM-score of 0.647 to the native structure.
Another interesting example is target 2ras_A_d2 shown in Figure 4 . For this protein, the best template has a TM-score of 0.539 (ranked 10th) among the top 10 templates. However, the remaining nine templates have a TM-score to native <0.20. The best model from TASSER_org has a TM-score of 0.228, even though the best template is included in TASSER_org modeling. In the low z-score-ranked templates, there are several templates with TM-score > 0.40; these are ranked at positions >12. The best of these has a TM-score to native of 0.605 and is ranked 27th. Interestingly, thread_cluster clusters all these templates having TM-score > 0.40 to native into one cluster. Furthermore, the selection and ranking procedure resulted in the best model (among top five models) having a TM-score of 0.596 (see Fig. 4 ).
This suggests that TASSER_low-zsc can improve the structure prediction accuracy over the standard TASSER_org models. Apart from providing better models for targets, which have templates with TM-score < 0.40 in the top 10 templates, TASSER_low-zsc also provides better models for other targets whose TM-score >0.4.
Benchmarking results using templates from SPARKS 2 In the previous section, we have demonstrated that using low z-score templates from SP 3 , TASSER_low-zsc improves structure prediction, as assessed by TM-score, with respect to the model generated with the original template set (TASSER_org). We next assess its applicability to templates generated from a different threading program, SPARKS 2 . In Table I , we have already shown that for SPARKS 2 thread_cluster could recover the best template for most medium/hard targets. Here, we compare the prediction success of TASSER_low-zsc and TASSER_ org. The structure prediction procedure is the same as that used for SP 3 (see Methods). The performance comparison between TASSER_low-zsc and TASSER_org is presented in Table IV . We note that the average TM-score to native of the best possible model among the ensemble of models is 0.428 and 0.365 for medium and hard targets, respectively. Hence, given the ability to choose the best model from the ensemble, we could achieve an improvement of $16% ($21%) for medium (hard) targets. In practice, for the first model, TASSER_low-zsc shows an average TM-score improvement of $5% ($7%) over TASSER_org for medium (hard) targets. For the best of five models, a similar TM-score improvement of $6% and 7% is observed for medium and hard targets, respectively. Furthermore, the number of foldable targets using TASSER_low-zsc increases by 11% for medium proteins. For hard proteins, TASSER_low-zsc has almost twice the number of foldable targets as TASSER_org.
Next, for a detailed analysis of the improvement observed with TASSER_low-zsc, we classified the medium/hard targets into four sets as defined above for the evaluation of SP 3 (see ''Benchmarking results using templates from SP 3 ''). The results are presented in Table S1 Figure 4 Examples showing an improved predicted model from TASSER_low-zsc in comparison with TASSER_org for two targets from the SP 3 benchmark dataset. For each target, the superposition of the native structure (thin backbone) and best model (thick backbone) from TASSER_org (on the left) and from TASSER_low-zsc (on the right) are shown. Blue to red goes from the N-terminus to the C-terminus. (see in Supporting Information). The improvement in targets with best (of top five) model TM-score to native structure !0.40 only from TASSER_low-zsc is $42% ($43%) for medium (hard) proteins over TASSER_org. Similarly, targets with best model TM-score !0.40 to the native structure from both methods shows on average a TM-score improvement of $7% ($2%). However, there are a few targets having a TM-score !0.40 from TASSER_org, for which TASSER_low-zsc gives poor quality models (TM-score < 0.40). This is partly due to issues in model ranking. Thus, the behavior of TASSER_low-zsc when SPARKS 2 is used is very similar to that of SP 3 . In Figure 5(A,B) , we show the comparison of the best model from TASSER_org and TASSER_low-zsc for medium and hard targets, respectively. On average, TASSER_low-zsc performs better than TASSER_org as was the case when templates from SP 3 are used. Similarly, as shown in Figure  S1 (see in Supporting Information), for TM-scores !0.3, the improvement of TASSER_low-zsc is seen over all values of the TM-score. For some targets, the predicted model from TASSER_low-zsc has a lower TM-score in comparison with the TASSER_org model. As discussed before, this is partly due to issues in model ranking.
Prediction results for CASP8 targets
We have used TASSER_low-zsc with the templates derived from SP 3 and SPARKS 2 for the assessment of CASP8 targets.
The targets are classified into easy/medium/hard categories based on z-score of the first template. For SP 3 , the number of targets classified into the easy, medium, and hard set is 87, 13, and 8, respectively. Similarly, in the case of SPARKS 2 , the number of easy, medium, and hard targets is 91, 3, and 14, respectively. Because little if any improvement from TASSER_low-zsc is expected for easy targets, we are limited to a very small subset of CASP8 proteins on which to perform the analysis, and the results are not likely to be statistically significant. Nevertheless, it is of interest to see how TASSER_low-zsc would have performed in CASP8. In the analysis, we have used 21 and 17 medium/hard targets from SP 3 and SPARKS 2 , respectively (see Table S2 in Supporting Information). In the following section, we present the assessment of structure prediction using templates selected by SP 3 and then from SPARKS 2 . The thread_cluster procedure on templates from SP 3 shows an average improvement of $10 and 5% for medium and hard targets, respectively (Table S3 in Supporting Information). For both medium and hard categories, only one additional protein has a TM-score !0.40 after thread_cluster. We used the modeling procedure as described in the Methods section. In Figure 6 , for medium/hard targets, we show the comparison of the best model from TASSER_org and TASSER_low-zsc. For medium targets, the first (best) model using TASSER_low-zsc shows an average TM-score improvement of $4% ($6%) over TASSER_org (Table S4 in Supporting Information). However, for hard targets, the average TM-score (Table S4 in Supporting Information). Further, detailed analysis showed that, for most of hard targets, good templates (TM-score ! 0.40) are not in top N set of templates. Thus, their best model has a TM-score < 0.40 for both modeling procedures (Table S5A in Supporting Information). An interesting example is target T0480, classified in the medium category. The best model from TASSER_org has a TM-score to native of 0.390. The clustering method (thread_cluster) could cluster low-rank templates (at positions 15, 28, 31, 33, and 40) having TM-scores >0.40 into one cluster. This resulted in a best model from TASSER_low_zsc with a TM-score to native of 0.456.
Using templates from SPARKS 2 , thread_cluster is not able to recover the best possible template after clustering for one of the medium targets, T0514. For this target, there is only one template with TM-score >0.40, and this could not cluster with any other templates. A similar issue exists for hard target T0399. Subsequent to modeling, the best models from TASSER_low_zsc on average do not show significant improvement with respect to TASSER_org (Table S4 in Supporting Information). Then, we classified the various medium/hard targets as to whether their TM-scores are above or below 0.4 for the TASSER_ org and TASSER_low_zsc in Table S5B (see in Supporting Information). In case of medium targets, because of T0514, TASSER_org method uses a template with TMscore >0.4 but TASSER_low_zsc does not identify this template; this reduced the TM-score from 0.434 to 0.282, but these results are anecdotal, as just one target is considered. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the best model from both modeling procedures for medium/hard targets. For most hard targets, good templates (TM-score !0. 40) were not present in top N set of templates. Hence, an improvement in structure prediction accuracy using TASSER_low_zsc similar to the benchmark studies could not be observed with CASP8 targets. An interesting case is T0482, which is classified as a hard target by SPARKS 2 . The best model from TASSER_org has a TM-score to native of 0.383, after TASSER_low_zsc, two templates at position 7 and 8 with TM-score > 0.38 clustered together with other similar templates. This then provides the best model from TASSER_low_zsc with a TM-score to native of 0.441. But, again, caution should be taken in interpreting the generality of these results as there are very few targets in the medium/hard regime.
These results suggest that TASSER_low-zsc could be extended to other threading procedures as well. In addition, thread_cluster could be combined with other modeling procedures, which use information from multiple templates as an input to improve structure prediction.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the TASSER_low-zsc approach to improve protein structure prediction by using low z-score ranked but good quality templates. Template clustering is performed by using the thread_cluster algorithm, which attempts to retain only structurally similar templates as measured by their TM-score. TASSER_low-zsc was benchmarked for medium/hard targets from the SP 3 and SPARKS 2 threading methods. The best model from TASSER_low-zsc shows an average TM-score improvement of $6-9% with respect to the best model generated from TASSER_org. Furthermore, the number of foldable targets is significantly improved in TASSER_low-zsc.
A key unresolved issue is why there are good quality alignments in poorly ranked templates? Some unpublished work examining the set of structural alignments of the top-ranked templates to native indicates that the majority have a good structural alignment to the native fold over a least portion of their structure. If one requires that a set of three templates generate mutually consistent structural alignments, then $14% of the residues have >90% probability of being part of the best structural alignment to native. In other words, there is a residual core of aligned residues that are commonly identified by threading (with the implication that the set of proteins are evolutionary related), and that this is the signal that is detected in the poorly ranked templates. In future work, we plan on exploring this issue in much greater detail. 
